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RESUMO

Linhas de produção de modelo misto frequentemente operam ciclicamente e empregam buffers
para absorver diferenças entre modelos. Balancear a distribuição de tarefas em função de tais caracterı́sticas
é desafiador e crucial para obtenção de eficiência de regime permanente. Testes aqui reportados mostram
que modelos atuais não representam corretamente tal condição. Este artigo apresenta um novo modelo em
programação linear inteira mista de balanceamento de linhas de produção para regime permanente. O mod-
elo foi aplicado a dados de uma linha real em um estudo de caso e resolvido até otimalidade com um solver
universal. Um modelo de simulação validou a resposta ofertada pelo matemático. O balanceamento ótimo
obtido foi diferente para cada configuração de buffer e sequências de produtos considerada. Buffers finitos
também permitiram, em um caso, alcançar máxima eficiência teórica de regime permanente. O modelo
apresentado dispensa múltiplas replicações da sequências de produtos superando variantes de minimização
de makespan.

PALAVRAS CHAVE. Balanceamento de Linhas de Produção de Modelo Misto, Otimização de Regime
Permanente Cı́clico, Buffers
Tópicos: AD&GP - PO na Administração e Gestão da Produção, IND - PO na Indústria

ABSTRACT

Mixed model flow-shops often operate cyclically and may have buffers to absorb differences
between product models. Balancing task distributions in regard to such aspects is challenging and key to
achieve steady-state efficiency (average production rate). Tests reported herein have shown that current
balancing models for this problem lack the ability to properly represent steady-state. This paper presents
a new MILP model to address this problem and balance the flow-shop for steady-state. The model was
applied to data from a real world case study and solved to optimality with a universal solver. A simulation
model validated the mathematical model’s exact steady-state prediction. The achieved optimal balancing
was different for each considered buffer layout and product sequences, furthermore finite buffers allowed
to achieve, in one case, maximum theoretical steady-state efficiency. Finally, the presented model allows
steady-state optimization without requiring multiple replications of the product sequence, outperforming
makespan minimization variants.

KEYWORDS. Mixed-Model Assembly Line, Cyclical Steady-State Optimization, Buffers
Paper Topics: AD&GP - OR in Administration & Production Management, IND - OR in Industry
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1. Introduction

Product oriented layouts, a.k.a. flow-shops, are often not dedicated exclusively to a
single product, but rather shared between a set of products [Scholl, 1999], one natural example
being different vehicle models in car factory’s assembly lines. The products can be sequenced in
two different forms [Boysen et al., 2007]: If the models go through the line in a mixed fashion, we
call such line a mixed model line. If significant size batches of each product go through the line in
an alternated fashion, such line is called a multi-model one.

Pieces of all models must move through the stations in sequential manner, and there are
three basic forms of how this transportation might occur [Boysen et al., 2008]: namely continu-
ous, synchronous and asynchronous. Asynchronous lines offer particularly interesting possibili-
ties, linked to the unpaced flow of products in and out of stations and buffers. In such lines, the
differences between model’s task times and assignment constraints produce disturbances on the
assembly line that must be taken in account. If the models flow in the line in a cyclical pattern, the
system will eventually reach steady-state, but the transient-stage disturbances might make such
state difficult to determine. Figure 1 compares steady-state cyclical behavior to transient behavior
on a two-model (flowing through the line on a 5-1 pattern) assembly line with seven stations and
single unitary buffers between them. Notice that in Figure 1a, the times pieces stay on the same
station follow a cyclic pattern (of six pieces in this case), which is not the case in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1: Schedules for two replications of the piece set for cyclical behavior and for transient
behavior, these were generated by the optimization procedures discussed at the Section 3.4.
Notice that the replications of the piece set behave similarly to each other in 1a, and differently
from each other in 1b: The behavior is stabilized on the cyclical schedule and unstable on the
transient one.

In order to optimize a cyclical mixed-model flow-shop, one needs to balance tasks (giv-
ing rise to balancing problems [Salveson, 1955]), sequence pieces (giving rise to sequencing prob-
lems [Bard et al., 1992]) and possibly decide where to place buffers (giving rise to buffer allocation
problems [Koenigsberg, 1959]). Most authors focus separately on variations of each of this prob-
lem’s aspects, as some reviews for mainly balancing [Battaı̈a e Dolgui, 2013], mainly sequencing
[Boysen et al., 2009], mainly buffer allocation [Demir et al., 2014] and mainly cyclical schedul-
ing [Levner et al., 2010] suggest. While these are often dealt with as independent problems, it’s
been repeatedly stated that, if possible, it’s best to attempt to deal with these aspects simultane-
ously (Boysen et al. [2008], Boysen et al. [2009]) in order to achieve better final results. Some
authors do combine these problems, mostly two at a time, either using decomposition strategies
or (meta)heuristic procedures (Battini et al. [2009], Tiacci [2015], Özcan et al. [2010]). These
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authors usually do not present unifying mathematical models for the combined problems: In most
balancing models, buffers and product sequences are left out of the picture, while in most se-
quencing models as well as in most cyclical flow shop models, processing times are considered
parameters.

A recent article [Öztürk et al., 2013] presented a model that linked mixed model bal-
ancing and sequencing, on (possibly buffered) asynchronous lines with a makespan minimization
goal, but didn’t take the cyclical aspect into account. A more recent adaptation of said article
[Öztürk et al., 2015] aimed at a cyclical goal, but used a makespan minimization goal for a series
of replications of the minimal part set. The minimal part set (MPS) is defined as the smallest set of
pieces that can be repeated indefinitely to reach a production target: if one needs to produce 5000
units of product A and 1000 units of product B, the MPS is five units of product A and one unit of
product B.

However, this approach (model and the goal function in Öztürk et al. [2015]) represents
the transient state for the first n cycles and is not guaranteed to properly predict the steady-state
behavior. Thus far mixed-model balancing models still fail to properly represent steady-state. The
best attempt in that direction argues that the makespan minimization of a set of MPS replications
should also lead to the steady-state cycle time (CT) minimization (efficiency maximization), beg-
ging the question: Does it? This might not always be the case, due to transient effects because
the line, in said model, is started “empty”. Moreover, buffer influences were not discussed in said
paper, and, as Figure 1 suggests, these might have important effects on steady-state convergence
and behavior.

In this paper, we take the first step towards unifying these problems: We’ll assume that
buffer allocation and sequencing are given and one is required to balance the cyclical steady-
state taking such aspects into account. The problem at hand is a buffer-and-cyclical-product-
sequence-aware mixed-model assembly line balancing problem. In practice, such a model might
be iteratively used to compare different options of layouts and sequences (which is done during the
case study for three buffer layouts and two alternative sequences). A new model is presented and
a real-world data based case study tests such model. Section 2 presents the model that describes a
cyclical steady-state optimization problem, rather than a makespan minimization one for a given
number of replications. Section 3 presents the results of applying the developed model to the case
study’s data and discusses some of its implications. Section 4 summarizes the main conclusions
drawn from this paper, and presents directions for further works.

2. Mathematical Model

In order to describe this problem, we employed a mathematical model developed with
mixed integer programming. The proposed model is based on the following assumptions:

1. Tasks are indivisible and performed on the same stations for all product models.

2. There are precedence relations between some tasks and some of them might be restricted to
a subset of stations.

3. The product sequence and buffer layout are given, and the product sequence cycles indefi-
nitely.

4. Transportation times between stations are too small and can be ignored.

5. The products flow sequentially in the line between stations. One product can only move to
the next station if it is free and if it’s already completed all its required tasks at its current
station.

6. The goal is to balance the line in a way that maximizes its efficiency, minimizing the average
steady-state cycle time.
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The following sections will describe the parameters, variables and constraints of the
model developed based on these assumptions.

2.1. Parameters, Sets and Variables

The developed mathematical model is a variation of mixed model assembly line balanc-
ing models [Scholl, 1999], therefore it contains a set of basic elements, such as tasks, precedence
relations, stations, and models (product’s type). The mathematical model uses as parameter the
product sequence of the NP pieces in the global set (batch), in other words there is a fixed sequence
of products that repeats cyclically.

The problem is assignment bounded and employs F as a set of feasible allocations for
two reasons: primarily we want the model to be able to represent buffers as stations to which no
tasks can be assigned, secondarily we want the model to allow some tasks to be fixed to stations,
representing some real-world scenarios. The Table 1 lists all the names and interpretation of
parameters, variables and sets employed in the model.

Table 1: Nomenclature: Parameters, sets and variables, also presents the domain on which the
set is defined, if one exists for each particular set. The variable CT is unique and thus isn’t
defined for a domain like most variables

Parameter Sets[Domain] Elements Meaning
S s Station s, ranging from 1 to NS , the number of stations.
P p Piece p, ranging from 1 no NP , the number of pieces.
T t Task t, ranging from 1 to NT , the number of tasks.
M m Model m, ranging from 1 to NM , the number of models.
m[P ] m[p] Model m of the p-th piece in the sequence.
d[T,M ] d[t, m] Duration (time units, T.U.) of each task t for each model m.

TT (t1, t2)
Set for precedence relations between tasks,
each pair (t1, t2) defines a precedence relation.

F (t, s)
Indicates that the task t can be assigned to the station s,
if s is a buffer then no task can be assigned to it.

Variable Sets[Domain] Type Meaning
TS[F ] Binary 1 if task t is assigned to station s, 0 otherwise

T in[P,S] Real Time (T.U.) at which the p-th piece enters the station s
Tx[P,S] Real Processing time (T.U.) for the p-th piece in the station s
Tout[P,S] Real Time (T.U.) at which the p-th piece leaves the station s

CT Real Steady-state cycle time

2.2. Objective Function

The problem’s goal function is to minimize CT (the steady-state cycle time) the follow-
ing section will explain how it is determined. The assumption here is that the number of pieces
to be processed is large and the only relevant goal is to optimize the steady-state behavior. The
following section will describe, amongst other model aspects, how such a steady-state cycle time
is determined. A comparison with the goal from [Öztürk et al., 2015]’s formulation is discussed
on Section 3.4.

2.3. Constraints

The developed mathematical model uses a balancing core to control processing times
for pieces in stations. The balancing core of the model follows a standard multi-model set up with
assignment bounded occurrence and precedence constraints defined for the TS variable set, the
feasible (t, s) tuples on F , and the precedence (t1, t2) tuples on TT . The Equation 1 states the
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assignment bounded occurrence constrain, while the Inequality 2 states the precedence relations.
Notice that F must be defined in a way that if a particular station sb is a buffer, then no task can
be assigned to it, in other words there is no tuple (t, sb) for buffer stations sb in F .∑

(t, s) ∈ F

TS[t, s] = 1 ∀ t ∈ T (1)

∑
(t1, s) ∈ F

s · TS[t1, s] ≤
∑

(t2, s) ∈ F

s · TS[t2, s] ∀ (t1, t2) ∈ TT (2)

The balancing core variables are also employed to determine the processing time Tx[p, s]
of each piece p in each station s. This is done by combining the information of the piece p’s model
mp with that of the duration parameters d[t, m] in time units of each task t for each model m. The
Equation 3 ties the piece-station processing times with the model’s balancing core.

Tx[p, s] =
∑

(t, s) ∈ F

d[t, m[p]] · TS[t, s] ∀ p ∈ P, s ∈ S (3)

The processing time is then employed to help tie together the model’s last two variable
sets, namely Tin[p, s] and Tout[p, s]. These variables carry the time at which each piece p enters
(Tin) and leaves (Tout) the station s. There are three logical constraints required to properly tie
these variable sets. First, a piece can only leave a station after it’s been processed (stated by the
Inequality 4).

Tout[p, s] ≥ Tin[p, s] + Tx[p, s] ∀ p ∈ P, s ∈ S (4)

Second, when a piece leaves one station it enters the next one, as stated by the Inequal-
ity 5. Notice that this constraint can be easily adapted to include movement times between stations,
if such times are deemed relevant.

Tin[p, s] = Tout[p, s−1] ∀ p ∈ P, s ∈ S, s > 1 (5)

Third, a piece may only enter one station after the previous piece has left said station as
stated by the Inequality 6. This constrain prevents two pieces from simultaneously being in the
same station

Tin[p, s] ≥ Tout[p−1, s] ∀ p ∈ P, s ∈ S, p > 1 (6)

Notice that, while the first and second time constraints tie each pth piece’s variables to
its other variables, the third one tie each pth piece’s variables to its predecessor, the (p−1)th piece.
In order to make a model that represents a steady-state operation, it is necessary to also tie the last
piece (NP ) to the first one (1). This tying concept is illustrated by the Figure 2.

The steady-state mean cycle time CT ties the first and last piece together as the gap
between them is linked to the flow shop’s average production rate. This cycle time is bounded
by throughput time for each station s, as stated by the Inequality 7. This bound is the adapted
versions of the Inequality 6: it ties the end of one set of products to the beginning of the following
set: just as the piece p is tied to the previous piece p − 1, the piece 1 ties to the last piece (of a
“previous” set) NP , taking in account the shop’s average steady-state cycle time: CT .

NP · CT + Tin[1, s] ≥ Tout[NP , s] ∀ s ∈ S (7)

This dual binding strategy for steady-state cycle time is the key difference between the
core ideas in this model and previous ones [Öztürk et al., 2015], where cyclical balancing is aimed
at by minimizing the makespan of a finite number of cycle replications (the equivalent here to
add replications and minimize Tout[NP ,NS ]). In Section 3 we discuss in detail the steady-state
differences of those goals.
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Figure 2: Concept illustration of how the pieces are tied to one another. Notice that the first
and last pieces are tied differently, in a way that relates them to the steady-state cycle time. The
regular ties are given by the Inequality 6. The special tie is given by the Inequality 7

2.4. Optional Model Cuts

It is useful to inform the mathematical model of a couple extra bounds and limits, the
most natural one is the starting time: There are infinitely many equal solutions (with equal cycle
times) if there is no fixed starting time. This is why we set the entry time of the first piece in the
first station to zero, as stated by the Equation 8.

Tin[1, 1] = 0 (8)

If we regard each station operating at a theoretical maximum efficiency (never waiting
for a piece to enter or leave it), each station can be seen as a potential bottleneck that bounds the
maximum average steady-state cycle time. Another way of saying it is: Even though the model’s
balancing core doesn’t define the steady-state cycle time, it does bound the steady-state cycle time.
This information turns out to be an important cut that can improve the model’s performance and
is stated by the Inequality 9.

NP · CT ≥
∑

(t, s) ∈ F, p ∈ P

d[t, mp] · TS[t, s] ∀ s ∈ S (9)

This bound for CT can be referred to as “Pure Balancing CT”, as, being unaware of the
product sequences and buffer, it merely defines a limit to steady-state, rather than being the key to
steady-state behavior.

3. Results and Discussions

This model was applied to a real-world (automobile seats assembly line) balancing prob-
lem that had been previously attempted to be solved using a balancing only model [Donnini et al.,
2010]. Another author regarded via simulation the influence of buffer size and layout under certain
product sequences [Godofredo e Magatão, 2015], but none of them did balance the problem with
precise regard to buffers and sequences. This problem had seven workstations and two product
models with relative demands of approximately five to one. The most common model was sim-
pler and its tasks required, in average, less time. Some tasks were fixed, reducing the problem’s
degrees of freedom (such fixed tasks were controlled by the F set).
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3.1. Main Case Study: Comparing Buffer Layouts and Product Sequences

We wanted to verify sequence and buffer influences by employing the model to different
setups. In order to verify sequence influence, two variations were defined. These sequences
represent general strategies of how to manufacture large amounts of products: One strategy is to
produce few units of each product type in a alternated fashion, while the other is to produce many
units of one product type, then switch to many units of other product type. The two variations are
the following:

• The “Mixed-Model” sequence (5-1-5-1-..., five pieces of the first model followed by one
piece of the second model) in which the line will always have at least one piece of each
model.

• The “Multi-Model” sequence (25-5-25-5-..., twenty-five pieces of the first model followed
by five pieces of the second model) in which the line will change less often between models.
We expect optimal balancing to be different for each product sequence.

In order to verify buffer layout influences, both sequences (Mixed-Model and Multi-
Model) were balanced for three buffer layout cases (Layouts 1 to 3):

• Layout 1 (L1): No buffers between stations.

• Layout 2 (L2): One single buffer between stations 2 and 3.

• Layout 3 (L3): One single buffer between each station.

With these layouts and the two sequences we can define six cases. With those it’s pos-
sible to verify whether or not buffer layouts and product sequences can lead to different optimal
balancing outputs. There were, however, two other hypotheses that we wanted to test: Firstly,
we suspect that finite buffers can, in certain circumstances, allow a flow-shop to reach maximum
theoretical productivity (Hypothesis 1). Secondly, we suspect that the optimal balancing for one
buffer layout can lead to sub-optimal results for another layout (Hypothesis 2).

In order to tests these hypotheses, two complementary layouts have been defined. Lay-
out 0 was defined by removing the Inequality 7, and letting cycle time be bounded only by each
station’s maximum theoretical output (Inequality 9). Layout 4 was defined by using Layout 3’s
output (t, s) tuples of optimal task allocations as the F set, while removing the buffers between
stations, a.k.a. employing the optimal balancing for the buffered Layout to an unbuffered one.

• Layout 0 (L0): Complementary case: balancing only benchmark - buffer and sequence
unaware, under the assumption of no waiting times (“Infinite Buffers Layout”).

• Layout 4 (L4): Complementary case: No buffers between stations, and fixed balancing
given by Layout 3’s (buffered) optimal balancing output as parameter.

These complementary layouts are used to define four cases (two for each product se-
quence) allow us to test the two hypotheses: The first hypothesis could be verified if one buffer
and sequence aware layout (L1, L2 or L3) reached the same efficiency as L0. The second could
be verified if the optimal balancing for one buffer scenario (L3) lead to sub-optimal results in
another (L4).
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3.2. Case Study Results

These cases were converted to model instances and solved to optimality using a com-
mercial solver (IBM ILOG CPLEX, available at www.ibm.com) and the relevant numerical output
is summarized by the Table 2. As expected, the existence of buffers allows one to reach better
solutions: L3 dominates L2 and L2 dominates L1 for both given sequences. Notice that the op-
timal steady-state results for Layout 3 (under mixed-model sequence) equals the pure balancing
result of Layout 0, confirming our first hypothesis: In some cases, it is possible for a finite number
of buffers to allow a mixed model line to reach maximum theoretical productivity. Also, in L4,
the L3’s balancing, when applied to the no buffer configuration (L1) lead to sub-optimal steady-
state solutions (compare L1 to L4 answers). This sub-optimality means that an instance’s optimal
balancing is necessarily dependent on it’s buffer configuration, confirming our second hypothe-
sis. Notice that L1’s Steady-state CT is better than L4’s despite having a worse “Pure Balancing
CT” than L4, one logical implication that follows from this fact is that Steady-state optimization
might conflict in some cases with “Pure Balancing” (buffer and sequence unaware) optimization,
implying that decomposition strategies can lead to sub-optimal answers. This confirms arguments
presented by other authors about the need to solve both problems together [Boysen et al., 2007].

Table 2: Optimal solutions (gap = 0%) for tested cases, cycle times measured in time units.
CT steady-state stands for the best cycle time that can be reached regarding buffers and product
sequence. CT pure balancing regards only the station-wise weighted averages of processing
times for each model (Inequality 9). Layout 0 lacks a steady-state cycle time by assumption as
it disregards buffers and sequences. Notice that Layout 4 shows the largest differences between
CT steady-state and CT pure balancing

Sequence Mixed Model Multi Model
Case CT steady state CT pure balancing CT steady state CT pure balancing

0 - 133.48 - 133.48
1 156.15 156.03 149.02 141.17
2 143.87 139.07 144.75 140.42
3 133.48 133.48 135.48 135.48
4 172.20 133.48 157.48 133.48

Another finding is that in L1 and L4 (Layouts without buffers) the “Multi-Model” se-
quence offers a better optimal solution than the “Mixed-Model” sequence, while the reverse is true
for the L2 and L3 (buffered Layouts). This shows that, in a related balancing-sequencing (given
buffer) problem, the optimal sequencing solution is also dependent on the buffer configuration.
These results suggest that a mixed-model approach is best fit to scenarios with (many) buffers and
a multi-model approach is best for scenarios with (few to no) buffers. A possible explanation for
such is that the existence of buffers seems to better absorb the differences between models, making
mix interfaces interesting rather than problematic, while when there are no buffers it seems harder
to absorb differences between models and thus it might be better to run many pieces of one model
and then run many pieces of the other model, reducing mixing and interfaces.

3.3. Result Validation via Simulation

The optimal steady-state cycle times were validated using a simulation model and soft-
ware (Simio, available at www.simio.com): the simulated average steady-cycle time matched per-
fectly with the mathematical model’s predictions, with only one minor natural consideration: The
simulation model initiates with empty buffers and workstations, and therefore, takes some time
until it actually reaches steady-state. The required warm-up time varied and was larger for cases
with many buffers (Layout 3). Determining the steady-state converge time was beyond the scope
of this paper. Once the simulation model reached steady-state, however, it confirmed precisely and
exactly the predicted values of cycle times by the mathematical model.
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The Figure 3 shows the convergence behavior of the simulation for the third Layout with
mixed model sequence, reproducible with the input data shown in Table 3. It demonstrates that
the time between pieces at the latest station (and therefore the cycle time) gradually converges
towards steady-state (and therefore towards the steady-state cycle time). The simulation allowed
us to verify an interesting behavior: the initial cycle time of both models was higher than the one
verified at the steady-state for both models.
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Figure 3: Convergence behavior verified via simulation. Notice that model 2 takes three cycles
to achieve steady-state, while model 1 takes only two. Notice that model 1’s initial cycle (138.2)
time is not only higher than its final one (132.8) but also slightly higher than model 2’s final one
(136.9). After the third replication, steady-state was achieved.

Table 3: Processing times for the Layout 3 with mixed-model sequence (5-1-5-1...). Boldfaced
values mark the most loaded station for model 1, model 2 and for the weighted average. Notice
that, in this case, both model’s cycle times are higher than the mix cycle time. This behavior is
reflected on the Figure 3: The production mix allows both product types to reach better behavior
than they’d otherwise achieve individually.

Times (T.U.)
Station Model 1 Model 2 Mix

1 116.3 218.1 133.26
2 113.6 231.8 133.30
3 134.7 127.0 133.42
4 138.2 109.6 133.43
5 128.6 155.8 133.13
6 122.0 190.9 133.48
7 132.8 135.4 133.23

Notice that Figure 3 also shows us that one cannot always measure model-wise steady-
state cycle time based on the behaviors of the first replications of the product set. Steady-state
behavior (in this case time between pieces output) can be “better” than transient state behavior,
despite the naturally expected (and verified) higher time in system of later pieces.

3.4. Goal Function Comparison and MPS Replications

We mentioned in the Sections 1 and 2 that balancing a cyclical flow-shop by minimizing
the makespan of a finite number of MPS replications might not guarantee the optimization of
the steady-state behavior. We performed a final set of tests to confirm our hypothesis: Layout 3
(with mixed sequence) was run with an alternative goal function and up to forty replications of the
product set. The alternative goal function was the minimization of Tout[NP ,NS ], a.k.a. the same
function employed by Öztürk et al. [2015]. We then compared the steady-state cycle time reached
by such formulation. The results of this last tests are summarized by the Table 4.
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The tests allowed us to prove that, although in models such as [Öztürk et al., 2015] the
minimization of makespan of the nth cycle converges towards optimal steady-state behavior as n
increases, such models are not guaranteed to accurately represent steady-state for a finite number
n (in the tested case, up to forty MPS replications, while Öztürk et al. [2015] employed two): the
initial transient state effect does affect such type of model’s goal functions. It is important to state
that the makespan minimization is by no means a “bad” goal function, as it does provide good
answers, it is just not optimal in regard to steady-state behavior. Our presented model, in the other
hand, offers the precise steady-state behavior (and optimization) without having to subject itself to
multiple replications.

Table 4: Comparison between results reached with the presented model for Layout 3 with mix-
model sequence with up to five replications and different goal functions. With five replications,
the steady-state cycle time for the makespan minimization goal (proposed by Öztürk) was 2%
worse than the goal the one achieved with the goal function presented in this paper. Notice that
using the proposed goal function, the obtained steady-state cycle time was equal regardless of
the number of MPS replications, while for the makespan minimization goal it improved with
the number of MPS replications. For all cases, the makespan time was worse in the model that
balances for the steady-state. As the number of replications increased, so did the required CPU
time to solve both models.

Goal Function: Makespan minimization CT minimization
Obtained Values Makespan CT CPU Time Makespan CT CPU Time
No Replications

1 1611.7 138.93 5” 1752.6 133.48 6”
2 2445.3 138.39 6” 2596.8 133.48 8”
3 3277.7 137.37 7” 3397.7 133.48 9”
4 4101.1 137.07 9” 4198.6 133.48 9”
5 4923.0 136.62 12” 4999.5 133.48 11”
10 8954.1 133.62 30” 9002.0 133.48 18”
20 16971 133.62 2’54” 17011 133.48 48”
40 33005 133.62 7’23” 33029 133.48 1’20”

Figure 1 in Section 1 also shows the difference between these approaches for two repli-
cations of the piece set. Figure 1a illustrates the cyclical formulation result and Figure 1b depicts
the makespan minimization (transient) one: While it is true that the makespan for the two replica-
tions (the number used by Öztürk et al. [2015]) is smaller in Figure 1b, the steady-state behavior
is worse (about 3%, see Table 4) than the one obtained with the cyclical formulation proposed in
this paper.

The probable explanation for this behavior difference is the “empty line effect” (also
verified in the simulation model as the key to the convergence behavior): the initial “emptiness” of
the line is meaningful for the first couple replications of the piece set, therefore it affects makespan
minimization models. With more replications, a smaller proportion of the replications can benefit
from the “empty line effect” and its relative importance diminishes, leading to better steady-state
behavior as the model seeks to optimize how sequences fit between each-other (This was also
concluded on Öztürk et al. [2015]). Our formulation, in the other hand, is blind to this effect
and achieves steady-state optimization without having to subject itself to multiple replications of
the piece set: Notice how the model achieves the optimal steady-state cycle time with one single
replication of the piece set, if the goal function is set in such direction.

Furthermore, not only the proposed performed computationally better for large number
of replications (with 40 replications makespan minimization took over 7 minutes, while cycle
time minimization took less than 2) as shown in the Table 4, but it also doesn’t require multiple
replications in order to optimize for the steady state. In other words, with only one MPS replication
(and six seconds of CPU Time) the proposed model and goal function were able to find a solution
with better observed steady-state behavior than that obtained by the makespan minimization of
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forty MPS replications (and seven minutes of CPU Time).
Although one might argue that it’s interesting to take advantage over the “empty line

effect” to reduce the makespan, it is important to state that such effect might often not exist in
practice: Factories usually continue in one day the work with pieces from the previous day and
therefore pieces that were already in the line make the “empty line effect” (observed in the simula-
tion model and in the makespan minimization model) unreliable as the previous day’s pieces tend
to slow down the first couple replications of the current works’ pieces. In that sense steady-state
behavior is often more interesting than the makespan minimization for large amounts of replica-
tions even if one could optimize the makespan of the total number of desired replications.

As mentioned, even for forty replications, the makespan minimization goal lead to worse
steady-state behavior than that achieved by the proposed model and goal with only one replication.
These results further strengthen the model main contribution: Optimizing the steady-state configu-
ration. The presented cyclical formulation has been shown to provide better steady-state solutions
than the repeated MPS (makespan minimization) formulation (from models such as Öztürk et al.
[2015]), displaying a distinct advantage over such models.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents a new model for balancing an asynchronous assembly line with
buffers and given cyclical product sequence. The model accurately predicts steady-state configu-
rations without the need to consider multiple replications of the product set, thus the optimization
is aware of the buffer layout and product sequence. The reached steady-state results are better
than those achieved by previous model’s goal function for a real world case study. It has been
verified that, while the pure (buffer and sequence unaware) mixed-model cycle time balancing is a
required condition for a solution to reach good steady-state cycle time values, it is not a sufficient
condition. Furthermore, the case study has been able to verify interesting features and possible
implications for the problem in general (discussed more deeply in Section 3).

The optimal balancing solution for steady-state cycle time behavior has been shown to be
dependent on the product’s sequence and buffer layout (Table 2). Balancing solutions designed for
one buffer layout have been shown to lead to sub-optimal results in other buffer layouts, proving
that the problem’s optimal balancing must be reached in a buffer-aware manner. Furthermore
results have shown that a problem’s optimal sequence can also be dependent on its buffer layout.
The cyclical flow-shop efficiency maximization is, therefore, linked to balancing, sequencing and
buffer allocations, pointing towards a triple simultaneous optimization as a promising research
opportunity.

The case study has shown that balancing a flow-shop with makespan minimization goal
for a finite number of replications is not equivalent to optimizing for steady-state efficiency (Ta-
ble 4 and Figure 1). Finally, some instances have shown that a finite number of buffers might
be sufficient for an assembly line flow shop to reach its maximum theoretical efficiency given a
product mix (for a deterministic problem). Further works should seek to combine the degrees of
freedom in balancing, sequencing and possibly buffer allocation to this cyclical form, and even-
tually take in account transportation times between stations, amongst other often unavoidable un-
productive times currently left-out of the model for simplicity’s sake. Other problem variations
such as flow-shops with continuous or synchronous pace might also have modeling opportunities
that can be further explored by combining such degrees of freedom.
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